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Introduction
Over the past decade, social networking has entrenched itself in our everyday lives. Early platforms like Myspace and Bebo were
limited in scope and functionality, but mature platforms like Facebook took the concept to new levels by adding more features and
achieving critical mass.
The functions and features that have driven this growth are now being applied to the business world with the advent of enterprise
social networks like Yammer, part of Microsoft Office 365.
Yammer offers an informal environment for organisations to engage with staff and for colleagues to communicate with posts,
images, comments and likes. If used effectively, Yammer makes it easier to collaborate and communicate with others.
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Top Five Benefits
1

Keep track and interact with colleagues
Yammer creates a single feed for posts and company news, with users
able to make comments and receive notifications either from the web

4

or through the application.

2

Communication is private
The key difference between Yammer and other social sites is that posts
are restricted to colleagues and approved external participants only.
This means that company information is accessible to those who
need it, ensuring there are no external notifications.
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Office 365 integration
Integrated with Office 365, Yammer users can access files from OneDrive,

Ease of use
The consumerisation of IT dictates that people want to use the same tech
at work as they do in their personal life. And because Yammer uses existing social
networking conventions, it’s instantly familiar to most users in the workplace.
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Encourages employee engagement
Yammer can help improve engagement in the workplace by offering more
dynamic communication than is possible with email. It can be used to share
company news, to announce arrivals and departures, and to allow staff at all
levels to speak informally. It’s a place for non-critical communications where users
can be more social, share pictures and links, and reduce the number of emails
clogging inboxes.

schedule a meeting in Outlook and start a Skype for Business conversation.
It’s also possible to edit documents within the application.
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Getting Started
1

Sign up
To open Yammer, click on the app launcher on the top left corner of
your screen in Office 365 or download the mobile application and enter
your company login details. It’s possible to use Yammer without a
Microsoft Office 365 subscription using your company email address,
but access to enterprise options and related applications will be restricted.
Once signed up, you’ll receive a confirmation email and will be
automatically redirected to your company’s network.

2

Set up your profile and connect with groups
Open up the settings menu to add information to your profile so people
can find you and set your notification preferences. Users are automatically
added to the ‘All Company Group’ but colleagues can invite you to join a
particular group and you also have the option of starting your own.
You can also follow particular users, such as the CEO or your line manager.
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Post, share and interact
You can author posts at the top of your feed, and comment on them
– just as you would with Facebook. There’s also the option to ‘praise’
a colleague or make an announcement. Your inbox is home to private
messages, conversations you have participated in and posts you have
been mentioned in.
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Top Tips for Users
1

Make the most of Office 365 Groups
If your organisation permits Office 365 connected groups,
you can enjoy a more consistent collaboration experience
across Yammer and other applications. For example, you
can share Yammer posts in Microsoft Teams or use assets
from SharePoint within Yammer.
To create a group, simply click ‘Create a Group’ located
in the bottom left of your screen. To check whether you
have an Office 365 connected group, click ‘Group Actions’
on the right hand of the screen and see if the ‘Office 365
Resources’ menu is visible.

2

Keyboard shortcuts
If you’re using the web-based or desktop
version of Yammer, then speed up
navigation by using keyboard shortcuts.
For example, typing ‘r’ lets you reply to a
message, ‘+’ will like a post and ‘gn’ will
open your notifications. Should you want
to learn more shortcuts, simply enter ‘?’
on your keyboard.
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Top Tips for Users
3

#

Use mentions and hashtags to
encourage conversations
Two features that Yammer has replicated from consumer
social networks are mentions and hashtags. Mentioning
someone with the ‘@’ symbol will ensure they receive

@

a notification that something requires their attention.
Applying a hashtag to a post using the ‘#’ symbol will
create a topic within your network for others to follow
and add to.
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Use bookmarks to keep track
If you see a post on your newsfeed that interests you,
but you don’t have time to read it or want to follow
the discussion, simply click ‘More’ and then ‘Bookmark’
to save it for later. You can find flagged posts in the
bookmarks tab in your profile.
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Top Tips for Users
5

Move conversations to
another group
Often a discussion in one group
might be more relevant to another.
To move a conversation from HR
to marketing for example, go to
the first message and click ‘Move
Conversation’ from the options menu
and select the destination group.
A notification will confirm who
moved the conversation and where
it was moved to and from.
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How to find people and content
Yammer has powerful search capabilities based on Intelligent Graph,
making it easy to find relevant information. You can also bookmark
certain conversations and ‘pin’ posts to the top of a group to make
them easy to find.
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7

Praise and create polls
Yammer lets you praise a colleague
for their achievements or to express
appreciation for their help. Simply
choose ‘Praise’ from the options
above the update bar, type the
person’s name, choose an icon and
post a message. Meanwhile, polls
are useful for deciding things like
an event venue or restaurant for
lunch. Simply choose ‘Poll’ from the
update bar, ask your question and
tag the groups and people you want
to include.
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Manage your alerts
Yammer sends alerts about followed conversations, mentions and other events to
users via email and mobile notifications. If you want to minimise the volume or
restrict alerts to certain types of events, then click the ‘settings’ icon and then click
‘Notifications’ to manage your settings.
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Yammer analytics
As an Administrator or Team Manager
user, you have visibility of Yammer usage
within your team. To access, click the
‘... ‘ button on the top right hand of the
screen, then ‘Apps’ and then ‘Analytics’.
Here you can find information about
users, groups, messages and files,
providing insight into how effective your
communication strategy has been as well
as what can be done to improve it.

Learn more about getting the most out of your Office 365 by visiting: au.insight.com
or get in touch with your Insight Account Manager today.
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